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h i g h l i g h t s
! Consistent recurrent seizures allow to estimate channel activation patterns delineating the seizure

onset zone (SOZ).

! The SOZ is characterized by low activation onset times and large time-average activation values.

! SOZ discrimination is maximized below the gamma band when the entire seizure period is

considered.

a b s t r a c t
Objective: We introduce a method that quantifies the consistent involvement of intracranially monitored
regions in recurrent focal seizures.
Methods: We evaluated the consistency of two ictal spectral activation patterns (mean power change and
power change onset time) in intracranial recordings across focal seizures from seven patients with clinically marked seizure onset zone (SOZ). We examined SOZ discrimination using both patterns in different
frequency bands and periods of interest.
Results: Activation patterns were proved to be consistent across more than 80% of recurrent ictal epochs.
In all patients, whole-seizure mean activations were significantly higher for SOZ than non-SOZ regions
(P < 0:05) while activation onset times were significantly lower for SOZ than for non-SOZ regions
(P < 0:001) in six patients. Alpha-beta bands (8–20 Hz) achieved the highest patient-average effect size
on the whole-seizure period while gamma band (20–70 Hz) achieved the highest discrimination values
between SOZ and non-SOZ sites near seizure onset (0–5 s).
Conclusions: Consistent spectral activation patterns in focal epilepsies discriminate the SOZ with high
effect sizes upon appropriate selection of frequency bands and activation periods.
Significance: The present method may be used to improve epileptogenic identification as well as pinpoint
additional regions that are functionally altered during ictal events.
! 2017 International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights
reserved.

1. Introduction
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The accurate identification of the epileptogenic zone in patients
with medically refractory epilepsy is central to plan an efficient
surgical intervention. Yet, after decades of surgical treatment experience, the outcome is not completely successful in a significant
proportion of patients (Spencer and Huh, 2008) for several causes
including complex epileptogenic networks, surgery technical limi-
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tations, among others. Nowadays invasive recording techniques
such as stereoencephalography (SEEG) (Munari and Bancaud,
1985; Talairach et al., 1974; Guenot et al., 2002; Engel et al.,
2005) provide a continuous monitoring tool for pre-surgical diagnosis that becomes specially effective in patients with challenging
focal epilepsies. However, those patients exhibiting complex activation patterns across different seizures still represent a diagnostic
challenge because they involve time-consuming EEG evaluations
that may lead to inconclusive interpretations. Hence, the use of
quantitative tools that assess the consistency of ictal patterns
across recurrent seizures might contribute to objectively identify
the epileptogenic zone, thus improving pre-surgical diagnosis
(Engel et al., 2005) and reducing potential failures. In addition,
quantitative measures might provide additional insights into the
mechanisms of focal ictogenesis (Goodfellow et al., 2016) when
correlated with available structural and functional information.
Over the last decade, several studies have proposed biomarkers
to evaluate the epileptogenicity of recorded intracranial structures.
A great number of them have analyzed spectral features of SEEG
signals (Bartolomei et al., 2008; David et al., 2011; Gnatkovsky
et al., 2011; Gnatkovsky et al., 2014; Andrzejak et al., 2015), which
mimic the patterns that are visually identified as epileptogenic
during diagnostic EEG inspection (Gnatkovsky et al., 2014;
Lagarde et al., 2016). In these works, epileptogenic biomarkers
are typically built around two variables, the activation of signal’s
spectral properties (e.g., the relative amount of signal power in a
frequency band (Bartolomei et al., 2008)) and the onset time of this
activation, which measure respectively the amount of ictal activity
and the degree of early participation of such structures during seizures. Epileptogenicity is then defined for each structure by combining both variables into an index that may be averaged across
distinct seizures (Bartolomei et al., 2008; David et al., 2011;
Andrzejak et al., 2015) to obtain a single biomarker per region. Critically, these mathematical transformations leading to a single
value per region might prove inaccurate when averages are performed across seizures with heterogeneous activation patterns.
In the current study, we developed a flexible, robust and visualfriendly computer-aided method to assess the homogeneity of two
ictal-driven channel spectral patterns (mean power change and
power change onset time) across recurrent focal seizures. We evaluated the method in a group of seven epileptic patients with temporal lobe drug-resistant focal seizures. In all patients, we obtained
seizure averages of both activation patterns for each recorded
channel that were represented in two-dimensional plots for complementary clinical evaluation. As an example of application, we
used each averaged pattern to characterize the seizure onset zone
(SOZ) of seven patients with well identified seizure focus and
tested the variability of the results obtained against the main
method’s parameters. The proposed procedure may be integrated
into existing epileptogenic indices by choosing the frequency band
of interest and appropriately plugging in each averaged pattern,
thus contributing to identify in a robust form central regions in
the generation and spread of focal seizures.
2. Methods
2.1. Ethics statement
All diagnostic and surgical procedures were approved by The
Clinical Ethical Committee of our Hospital.
2.2. Patients and recordings selection
A total number of 73 focal seizures from seven patients with
pharmacoresistant epilepsy were analyzed. A summary of all

patients’ characteristics is given in Table 1. Seizure onset and termination times of each seizure were independently marked by
two epileptologists (RR and AP) using standard clinical assessment.
For each seizure we analyzed SEEG recordings from the marked
ictal epoch together with 60 s of pre-ictal and 60 s of post-ictal
epochs.
We selected seven patients in which the seizure focus had been
marked by epileptologists under the general principle that ‘‘the
ictal onset was confined to a certain number of contacts and it
was stable through ictal events”. Among the selected patients,
Patients 1–3 achieved seizure freedom after surgical resection
(Engel I) with a follow-up period of at least two years. Patients 4
and 5 underwent radiofrequency thermocoagulation (RFTC,
Bourdillon et al., 2017) and have showed favorable outcome over
the last two years (see Table 1). Patient 4 is now seizure free, while
Patient 5 has proven to be responsive to RFTC showing a seizure
reduction larger than 50%. We also selected two patients (Patients
6 and 7) in which the outcome had not been successful because the
brain resectomy had failed to completely remove the identified seizure focus. In particular, in Patient 6 the seizure focus could not be
removed because it overlapped with eloquent areas.
All recordings were obtained using a standard clinical EEG system (XLTEK, subsidiary of Natus Medical) with a 500 Hz sampling
rate. A uni- or bilateral implantation was performed accordingly,
using 5–15 intracerebral electrodes (Dixi Medical, Besançon,
France; diameter: 0.8 mm; 5–15 contacts (or channels), 2 mm long,
1.5 mm apart) that were stereotactically inserted using robotic
guidance (ROSA, Medtech Surgical, Inc). The decision to implant,
the selection of the electrode targets and the implantation duration
were entirely made on clinical grounds.
2.3. Data pre-processing
EEG signals were processed in the referential recording configuration (i.e., each signal was referred to a common reference). The
electrodes per patients included in the analysis are reported in
Table 1. All recordings were band-passed filtered (FIR, filter band
[1, 165] Hz) to remove slow drifts and aliasing effects and notchfiltered to remove the effect of the alternate current (Notch FIR filter at 50 Hz and harmonic frequencies). Channels with artefacts
were identified by visual inspection and removed prior to data
analysis. For the precise estimation of activation onset times, artefacts simultaneously affecting the majority of SEEG channels during short instances were removed using the following systematic
procedure. We performed a sliding-window analysis (200 samples
width, 1 sample step) along seizure epochs and identified those
time windows where the product of the mean correlation and
the channel-average signal power was two standard deviations larger than the median.
2.4. Data analysis
2.4.1. Instantaneous activation
We used the Hilbert transform method (Le Van Quyen et al.,
2001; Oweis and Abdulhay, 2011) to obtain a spectrogram of the
signal recorded by each channel with a time resolution of 2 ms
(Fig. 1A and B). The signal was split into non overlapping narrow
frequency bands ½f ; f þ Df $, with Df ¼ 0:1f , starting at f ¼ 3 Hz
and up to f ¼ 160 Hz. Summation of the spectrogram over a given
frequency band was performed to collapse the information along
one axis, thus obtaining the instantaneous power per channel
(Fig. 1C). This step was primarily done over all analyzed frequencies and was later particularized to specific frequency bands. A
baseline pre-ictal distribution of power was defined by accumulating the power values of all channels during the first 40 s of the pre-
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Table 1
Main data of patients included in the study. F = female; M = male; TLE = temporal lobe epilepsy; R = right; L = left; FC = frontal cingulate; R FC = right frontal cingulate; L FC = left
frontal cingulate; A = amygdala; Ha = anterior hippocampus; Hp = posterior hippocampus; TP = temporal pole; EC = entorhinal cortex, OFCm = mesial orbitofrontal cortex;
TGi = inferior temporal gyrus; PHCp = posterior parahippocampal cortex; W = Wernicke’s area; TOJ = temporal occipital junction; FBC = frontal basal cortex; MS = motor strip;
TCl = lateral temporal cortex; OCm = mesial occipital cortex; FS = focal seizure; w = with; wo = without; CA = consciousness alteration; TATL: tailored anterior temporal
lobectomy; RFTC = radiofrequency thermocoagulation; SAH =selective amygdalohyppocampectomy; Rp = responsive; NO = not-operated.
Patient

Gender/
age

Epilepsy

Side

Duration
(years)

Electrodes
(left)

Analyzed
regions

SOZ

MRI

Seizures

Surgery

Outcome
(Engel’s
class)

Followup
(years)

1

F/27

TLE

R

10

5(0)

FS w CA

R ATL

IA

3

F/30

TLE

L

25

7(7)

Ha0-2,
Hp0–1
Ha0-3,
Hp0–1,
EC0-2

Negative

2

FC, A, Ha, Hp,
TP
A, Ha, Hp, EC,
TP, W, OFCm

Negative

SAH

IB

3

3

F/55

TLE

L

40

6(6)

IA

3

M/26

TLE

R

11

7(0)

R amygdala
enlargement

FS w CA/or FS wo CA

RFTC

IA

2

5

M/40

TLE

L

2

8(8)

TP, A, Ha, Hp,
EC, PHCp, TOJ,
FC

Hp0-2,
EC0-2
Ha0-2,
Hp0–1,
A0-2, EC02
Hp0-2,
PHCp0–1

L TATL

4

TP, A, EC, Ha,
Hp, FC
TP, A, Ha, Hp,
EC, TGi, FC

FS w CA/or FS wo CA/or
FS w CA and tonicclonic bilateral
evolution
FS w CA

L temporal
polar
blurring

RFTC

Rp

2

6

F/52

TLE

L

45

10(8)

L TATL

III

2

7

F/40

TLE

L

16

10(8)

TP, A, Ha, Ha0 ,
Hp, EC, FBC,
MS, L FC, R FC
TP, A, Ha, Ha0 ,
Hp, EC, EC0 ,
TCl, OCm, FC

FS w CA/or FS wo CA/or
FS w CA and tonicclonic bilateral
evolution
FS w CA

FS w CA/or FS w CA and
tonico-clonico bilateral
evolution

L TATL

III

2

ictal period. We then normalized each channel’s instantaneous
power with respect to this baseline and defined the instantaneous
activation as the resulting z-score (Fig. 1E). The instantaneous activation can be easily interpreted as a measure of the power change
during the ictal event. Then, two main measures were defined in
this reference space to characterize every channel’s ictal activation: the normalized mean activation (nMA) and the activation
onset time (AO). Precise definitions of both measures are given in
the next sections.
2.4.2. Normalized mean activation (nMA)
For every analyzed channel, we defined its mean activation (MA)
to be the average of its instantaneous activation during the seizure
epoch. This measure quantifies the relative time-average power of
every channel during the seizure with respect to the pre-ictal baseline. Although channel mean activations exhibited high variability
across seizures, a relative activation profile was commonly preserved (Fig. 2A). Cross-seizure comparisons were then made possible by normalizing the channel’s mean activation within each
seizure using the z-score, which yielded a normalized mean activation (nMA) value per channel. This normalization step enabled a
straightforward comparison of channels’ activations from different
seizures (Fig. 2B). We then guaranteed the homogeneity of normalized values coming from different seizures. This was achieved by
discarding seizures with a fraction equal or greater than 0.15 of
channels exhibiting a large deviation (>2 standard deviations of
the mean) from the median nMA across seizures. Variations of this
fraction threshold did not yield significant differences (Fig. 3A). The
non-discarded seizures were considered to be part of the normalized seizure ensemble (NSE). Within this ensemble, we then
obtained a seizure-average nMA per channel.
2.4.3. Activation onset time (AO)
In order to consistently determine channel activation onset
times (AO) across seizures, we defined a single activation threshold
in the NSE, and translated it to each individual seizure by reverting
the initial normalization. The threshold choice was based on the

Ha0, Hp0–
1, A0-2,
EC0–1
Hp0-3,
OCm3-8,
EC0–1,
EC0 0–1

Negative

Gliosis near R
craniotomy
L posterior
hippocampal
lesion

following observation. The activity of channels during seizures
exhibited two nMA profiles quite consistently across different
patients. One profile was determined by channels of low nMA,
which were homogeneously and densely packed in the lowestvalue tail of the nMA distribution (Fig. 2D). In contrast, the rest
of the channels exhibited high nMA values, which were also more
variable (Fig. 2D). Based on these distinct groups, we developed an
algorithm to identify the low nMA profile channels as the subset of
recorded channels with more homogenous activation values
(‘‘dense set”). Details of the dense set identification algorithm
can be found in Supplementary Information (Section 2.4).
~ D and r
~ D be
The dense set defined a low nMA distribution. Let l
the mean and standard deviation of this distribution, respectively.
Then, the (single) activation threshold in the NSE was set to be
~¼l
~ D þ ~z & r
~ D , for some tunable value of ~z typically ranging from
d
1 to 3. By reverting each seizure-specific normalization, we
obtained seizure-dependent activation thresholds (Fig. 2D). For
every analyzed channel, we defined its activation onset time (AO)
as the first time sample where the channel’s instantaneous activation crossed the seizure-dependent threshold provided that it
remained above this level for at least 95% of the time during the
following T seconds. Results were stable across distinct values of
~z (~z ¼ 1; 2; 3) and T (T ¼ 5 s;10 s). AOs took positive values starting
from 0, which corresponded to the seizure onset time. Channels
that never attained the activation threshold were excluded for further AO analysis and representation. Then, AOs from different seizures were pooled together (Fig. 2E and F). For each channel with
defined AO in at least half of the seizures, we calculated the seizure
average AO (Fig. 2G).
3. Results
3.1. Normalized seizure ensemble (NSE)
In all studied patients, we computed the channels’ nMA following the method described above. The homogeneity of normalized
values across recurrent seizures was assessed in six patients
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Fig. 1. Schematic illustration showing the computation of channels’ instantaneous activation in one seizure (first recorded seizure of patient 1). (A) SEEG recordings from two
channels labelled as 0 (SOZ) and 55 (non-SOZ). The seizure epoch is indicated with a red frame, leaving 60 s of pre-ictal and post-ictal periods for comparison. (B)
Spectrograms obtained with the Hilbert transform method (keeping the time resolution equal to the sampling rate). (C) Frequency-independent instantaneous power
obtained by summation of the instantaneous power over all frequencies. (D) SEEG recordings from a selection of channels. (E) Time-varying instantaneous activation for 56
channels, obtained by normalization of the frequency-independent instantaneous power with respect to a baseline distribution defined by the power values of all channels
during the first 40 s of the pre-ictal period. The five implanted electrodes correspond to the following sequences of channels: Fc (0–9), A (10–19), Ha (54,55,20–29), Hp (30–
41) and TP (42–53). Lowest numbers within an electrode correspond to the deepest intracerebral channels. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

(Patient 3 had only one seizure) prior to perform seizure averages.
In these cases, we identified a NSE composed by a large proportion
of focal seizures (84% ' 6%, mean ' standard deviation, Table S1),
which remained stable across a wide range of channel thresholding
conditions (Fig. 3A). Furthermore, we could accurately discriminate the high and low nMA profiles in all patients using an inhouse set-identification algorithm (see Supplementary Information, Section 2.4). Indeed, in all cases this algorithm confined the
lowest part of nMA distribution values, in agreement with the initial observation that low nMA channels were more homogeneously
distributed than high nMA ones (Fig. 3B).
3.2. Two-dimensional pattern representation
In all patients both channel variables (nMA and AO) were averaged across seizures within the NSE. To determine the channels’
AO, the activation threshold was set at ~z ¼ 1 and the time window

was set at T ¼ 10 s. Alternative parameter values did not significantly alter the results except in Patient 6, in which only ~z ¼ 1
yielded interpretable AO values due to pre-ictal power changes.
Fig. 4 represents both averaged patterns in a two-dimensional plot
for each patient, which illustrates the different degree of spectral
activation that channels exhibited across focal seizures. These plots
can be particulized to specific frequency bands or sub-periods of
interest within seizures. In particular, one may include variability
information (at the expense of readability) by plotting the standard
deviation of the estimated patterns across recurrent seizures
(Fig. S2). Finally, we tested the extent to which both activation patterns were providing redundant information by computing the
Spearman correlation between each variable across all channels
and patients (Fig. 4, bottom-right corner). This computation
yielded a medium-large correlation value ((0:64 ' 0:14,
mean ' standard deviation), indicating that both variables could
provide complementary information.

M. Vila-Vidal et al. / Clinical Neurophysiology 128 (2017) 977–985
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characterizes

Normalization is

Fig. 2. (A) Mean activation (MA) profiles for some exemplary seizures. MA was defined as the average instantaneous activation during the seizure period. (B) Normalized
mean activation (nMA), obtained by normalization of channels’ MA within each seizure using the z-score. (C) Seizure-average nMA in the NSE. Error bars show one standard
deviation. (D) In order to consistently determine channel activation onset times (AO) across seizures, we defined a single activation threshold in the NSE using an own
developed algorithm (see S.I.) and translated it to each individual seizure by reverting the initial normalization. (E) AO profiles for some exemplary seizures. For each analyzed
channel, we defined its AO as the first time sample where the channel’s instantaneous activation crossed the threshold provided that it remained above this level for at least
95% of the time during the following T seconds (T ¼ 10 s in this case). AO took positive values starting from 0, which corresponded to the seizure onset time. Channels that
never attained the activation threshold were not assigned a defined AO. (F) AO for homogeneous seizures. (G) Seizure average AO over channels with a defined AO in at least
half of the seizures.

3.3. Application to SOZ identification
Next, we analyzed how the studied activation patterns correlated with the seizure onset zone in all patients. Specifically, we
examined statistical differences in NMAs and AOs between SOZ
and non-SOZ channels combining a non-parametric test (Wilcoxon
ranksum test) and an effect-size (Cohen’s d Cohen, 1992) measure
(Fig. 5A Table S2). In all patients, nMA values were found to be significantly higher for SOZ than non-SOZ regions (Wilcoxon ranksum test, P < 0:02) and the effect size was found to be very large
(D > 2) or small-medium (0:3 < D < 0:5, Patient 2). Regarding AO
differences, we restricted the comparison to channels with defined
onset times (Supplementary Information, Table S3). In all cases

except one (Patient 7) all SOZ channels had a defined AO, while
in the non-SOZ channels this percentage decreased to 61% ' 20%
(mean ' standard deviation). In these patients, AO differences
between regions were found to be statistically significant
(P < 0:02) showing very large effect sizes. Only in Patient 7 the difference was not significant (P > 0:1). However, in this patient the
percentage of channels with defined AO’s was significantly
(P < 0:001) larger inside the SOZ (86%) than outside the SOZ
(16%).
We demonstrated the flexibility of the method by examining
the influence of frequency bands and an initial ictal sub-period into
SOZ identification. First, we repeated the whole procedure over
pre-selected frequency bands: d ( h (3–8 Hz), a ( b (8–20 Hz), c
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Fig. 3. Homogeneity of the normalized seizure ensemble (NSE). (A) For each thresholding value c, we show the average percentage (across patients) of seizures with a fraction
of highly deviating channels (> 2 standard deviations of the mean) smaller than c. Error bars denote the standard deviation. In our analysis, we chose the threshold value 0.15
because the curve started to stabilize at this value. For this choice, we identified a non-negligible subset of focal seizures for every patient (84% ' 6%, mean ' standard
deviation) with minimal variability of nMA across seizures. (B) nMA distribution within the dense set and its complementary. In all cases, the algorithm confined the lowest
part of nMA distribution values, in agreement with the initial observation that low nMA channels were more homogeneously distributed than high nMA ones.

Fig. 4. Activation pattern maps for each patient. Two-dimensional plots representing the AO and nMA pair of each recorded channel for every studied patient. Both variables
(nMA and AO) were estimated by performing averages across comparable seizures in each patient’s normalized seizure ensemble. Visually identified SOZ is marked in red. All
other contacts are shown in blue. In the x-axis we represent the nMA in a z-score scale. In the y-axis we plot the AO, which is measured in seconds from the seizure onset time
marked by the epileptologists. Channels that never attained the activation threshold are shown in the uppermost part of the scatter plot. As an example, channels in the right
lowermost part are channels with the highest normalized mean activation and lowest activation onset time. We also computed the Spearman correlation between each
variable across all channels. This computation yielded a medium-high correlation value ((0:64 ' 0:14, mean ' standard deviation across patients). (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

(20–70 Hz) and supra-c (70–165 Hz). In all frequency bands, the
percentage of seizures included in the NSE was approximately
equal to the percentage based on the broadband (3–165 Hz)
spectrum (Supplementary Information, Table S4), although the seizure selection could vary in each band. Then, we compared nMA
and AO values for SOZ and non-SOZ channels in the aforementioned bands. Fig. 5B shows the patient-average effect sizes for
these comparisons in each band (see also Supplementary Information, Table S5). The discrimination attained a maximum value in
the a ( b band (D > 2) in both variables, with the lowest value
being reached in the supra-c band. On the other hand, no discrimination was possible in the supra-c band for AOs, since channels
did not have a defined AO for most of the patients. Finally, we
analyzed the influence of early ictal activations into SOZ identification by applying the same frequency-dependent analysis over a
period spanning 5 s form seizure onset. Not surprisingly, the

patient-average effect size in this case was maximized in the
gamma band (D > 3:5) and strongly heightened in the supra-c
band in agreement with previous studies (Bartolomei et al.,
2008; Jirsch et al., 2006).

4. Discussion
We proposed a robust methodology to assess recurrent ictaldriven patterns in intracranially recorded signals based on a temporal high-resolution spectral method (Hilbert transform Le Van
Quyen et al., 2001; Oweis and Abdulhay, 2011). Our approach
relies on finding an ensemble of focal seizures for every patient
where these patterns can be compared across seizures and then,
single biomarkers per channel can be meaningfully obtained to
help define the most epileptogenic regions prior to surgery. Based
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Fig. 5. Activation patterns identify the SOZ. (A, top) Boxplots showing the distribution of nMA values across SOZ and non-SOZ groups. All group differences were statistically
significant (Wilcoxon rank-sum test, P < 0:02) and its effect size (Cohen’s d, reported in the figure) was very large (D > 2) in all cases except in Patient 2 (D ¼ 0:38). Group
(SOZ/non-SOZ) sample sizes for each patient were 5=51; 9=58; 6=53; 11=67; 5=80; 8=96 and 14=93. (A, bottom) Boxplots showing the distribution of defined AO values
values across SOZ and non-SOZ groups. In Patients 1–6, AO differences between both sets were statistically significant (P < 0:02) and its effect size (Cohen’s d, reported in the
figure) was very large (D > 1). In Patient 7, the difference was not significant (P > 0:1), but the percentage of channels with defined AO’s inside the SOZ (86%, Table S2) was
significantly larger (Wilcoxon ranksum test, P < 0:05; N 1 ¼ 14; N 2 ¼ 93) than outside the SOZ (16%, Table S2). Group (SOZ/non-SOZ) sample sizes for each patient were
5=29; 9=42; 6=45; 11=41; 5=55; 8=22; 12=15. (B) Patient-average SOZ discrimination values as a function of distinct frequency bands (whole seizure and 5 s initial subperiod). For every patient, nMA and AO values for SOZ and non-SOZ channels were obtained upon filtering EEG signals in the bands d ( h (3–8 Hz), a ( b (8–20 Hz), c (20–
70 Hz) and supra-c (70–165 Hz), respectively, and following the main procedure. Each curve shows the patient average effect sizes per band. No comparison of AO values was
possible in the supra-c band since channels did not have a defined AO for most of the patients.
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on previous works (Bartolomei et al., 2008; David et al., 2011), we
defined ictal-driven activity as an abrupt and sustained change in a
the signal power from pre-ictal to ictal epochs. This definition is
sufficiently general to make the method adaptive to any frequency
band (Gnatkovsky et al., 2011) and ictal sub-period of interest.
4.1. Relevance of the normalized seizure ensemble and twodimensional plot
A primary aspect of our analysis is to prove the existence of a
normalized seizure ensemble per patient, which describes the similar activation profile that channels present across recurrent focal
seizures. As a result, the quantification of channels’ ictal activation
depends on the activity of the remaining channels during all analyzed seizures. In our study, the normalized seizure ensemble
was proven to exist in patients with TLEs (see Table 1). The construction of such ensemble was at expense of leaving out a small
percentage of seizures per patient in which a few channels exhibited heterogeneous patterns. Although the treatment of such cases
was out of the scope in this study, we speculate that these irregularities might depend on the extent of the area implanted and
reflect the variability of the associated paraphysiological activity
(e.g. automatisms) (Engel, 2013).
The resulting two-dimensional plot showing activation patterns
per channel can serve as a complementary tool in clinical practice
to inspect the consistent involvement of all recorded structures in
focal seizures. In particular, it may have an impact in the diagnostic
procedure by pinpointing regions that require further visual evaluation or that should be included in pre-surgical stimulation
sessions.
4.2. Seizure onset identification and retrospective interpretation
As an example of application, we used the method to characterize the SOZ of focal seizures in all studied patients. Because of the
limiting spatial sampling attained with intracranial EEG, the exact
boundaries of the SOZ cannot be in general determined. Yet, the
mean activation and the activation onset time can serve as a proxy
to localize those channels that are likely to be involved in the earlier stages of the seizure and thus, be more spatially linked to the
true underlying SOZ.
Our analysis of nMA and AOs in all patients revealed that the
visually marked SOZ involved channels that presented an early
increase of the instantaneous power and evolved into largely sustained time-average activation values (Fig. 5A and B). Although
both activation patterns provided correlated values (Fig. 4), their
complementary use may be diagnostically relevant in special cases
such as those of Patients 2 and 7, in which the level of SOZ discrimination strongly varied across measures.
We considered a cohort of patients that was not homogenous
on basis of their post-surgical outcome. In Patients 1–5, the proposed operative treatment (either surgery or RFTC) had been compatible with the marked SOZ and thus, the SOZ was assumed to
have been correctly mapped. On the contrary, the resected area
of Patients 6–7 had no overlap with the marked SOZ, which posed
the question: How reliable is the visually marked SOZ in such
cases? Although the relationship between the SOZ resection and
the post-surgical outcome is challenged by recent studies
(Rummel et al., 2015; Geier et al., 2015; Huang et al., 2012), it is
generally agreed that resection of critical parts of the SOZ is a sufficient condition to attain long-term seizure freedom (Rosenow
and Lüders, 2001). Under this premise, we first assumed that the
true SOZ of these patients had not been resected. Additionally,
our analysis showed that the visually marked SOZ in these patients
attained similar relative values of nMA and AO as compared with
the initial patients (Fig. 5). All together, these findings strongly

suggest that our method could indeed identify the SOZ in all cases
and in particular, match the visually marked SOZ that was not
resected in the unsuccessful post-surgical cases.
The results on SOZ identification at different frequency bands
were shown to conceal with previous works based on gammaband (Bartolomei et al., 2008; David et al., 2011) and highfrequency oscillations (Malinowska et al., 2015; Jacobs et al.,
2016) in short windows after seizure onset. But more importantly,
because of the largely sustained activity of SOZ channels suring seizures, our results in the studied patients revealed that low and
medium frequency bands characterize SOZ channels when activation measures are averaged along the whole seizure epoch. Further
research along this lines may help unravel the role of the SOZ during seizure propagation and termination and its interplay with the
epileptogenic network.
4.3. Study limitations
Our study has some limitations, including the low number of
patients with a common epilepsy type (Temporal lobe epilepsy),
the spatial sampling inherent to the SEEG technique and a maximum temporal sampling rate of 500 Hz. Further studies should
be performed over a larger cohort of patients to determine normalized ensembles across a wider range of seizure typologies. In addition, SOZ and Epileptogenic zone identification based on the
studied activation patterns should be assessed in a larger set of
patients with long-term seizure freedom.
5. Conclusions
The present study proposes a general method to robustly quantify spectral activation patterns that are consistent across recurrent
focal seizures. By exploiting the consistent channel activation profiles that patients exhibit across focal seizures, we propose a normalization procedure that allows to jointly analyze channel
activation patterns from different seizures. The two-dimensional
analysis of the time-average activation and the activation onset
time during seizures provides a good characterization of the SOZ
that can serve as a complementary and objective measure for surgical planning and retrospective analysis.
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Supplementary Tables
Patient

Number of analyzed seizures

NSE seizures

1
2
4
5
6
7

8
8
7
7
6
10

7
7
6
5
5
9

Fraction
88
88
86
71
83
90

%
%
%
%
%
%

Table S1: Percentage of NSE seizures for each patient.

Patient
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Number of
channels

E↵ect size nMA
(SOZ vs non-SOZ)

N (SOZ)

N (non-SOZ)

E↵ect size AO
(SOZ vs non-SOZ)

N (SOZ)

N (non-SOZ)

56
67
59
78
85
104
107

2.87
0.38
6.66
2.04
2.21
2.24
2.69

5
9
6
11
5
8
14

51
58
53
67
80
96
93

-2.47
-1.40
-1.93
-1.88
-2.38
-1.13
-0.42

5
9
6
11
5
8
12

29
42
45
41
55
23
15

Table S2: E↵ect sizes of nMA and AO di↵erences between SOZ and non-SOZ regions
over the whole spectrum. For each patient, the total number of channels, the size of each
group (SOZ and non-SOZ region), and the e↵ect size of each variable (nMA and AO)
using “Cohen’s d” are shown in separate columns.

Patient
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

✓ (SOZ)

✓ (non-SOZ)

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
64%

63%
71%
70%
67%
71%
54%
17%

↵

(SOZ)
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
71%

↵

(non-SOZ)

(SOZ)

(non-SOZ)

61%
83%
83%
43%
71%
25%
3%

100%
89%
100%
100%
100%
100%
64%

39%
33%
47%
27%
44%
14%
2%

>

(SOZ)
0%
33%
0%
36%
20%
0%
43%

>

(non-SOZ)

broadband (SOZ)

broadband (non-SOZ)

0%
0%
0%
1%
4%
0%
2%

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
86%

57%
72%
85%
61%
69%
23%
16%

Table S3: Fraction of channels with finite average AO

1

Patient
1
2
4
5
6
7
Average

Number of
analyzed seizures

NSE seizures
in
✓

NSE seizures
in ↵

NSE seizures
in

NSE seizures
in high-

NSE seizures
in broadband spectrum

8
8
7
7
6
10

8 (100%)
7 (88%)
5 (71%)
5 (71%)
4 (67%)
9 (90%)
81% ± 12%

7 (88%)
6 (75%)
6 (86%)
5 (71%)
5 (83%)
10 (100%)
84% ± 9%

6 (75%)
7 (88%)
6 (86%)
5 (71%)
4 (67%)
9 (90%)
79% ± 9%

7 (88%)
6 (75%)
6 (86%)
6 (86%)
5 (83%)
9 (90%)
85% ± 5%

7 (88%)
7 (88%)
6 (86%)
5 (71%)
5 (83%)
9 (90%)
84% ± 6%

Table S4: NSE seizures per band and for patients with more than one seizure (all, except
patient 3).
Patient

E↵ect size in

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Average

2.17
0.61
7.19
2.14
1.73
1.63
1.60
2.4±0.8

✓

E↵ect size in ↵

E↵ect size in

E↵ect size in high-

E↵ect size in broadband spectrum

2.79
0.12
5.04
2.00
2.09
3.35
3.31
2.7±0.5

2.47
0.51
2.22
1.66
2.81
4.37
2.08
2.3±0.4

1.15
2.37
1.48
1.39
3.03
-0.1
0.15
1.3±0.4

2.86
0.38
6.65
2.04
2.20
2.24
2.68
2.7±0.7

Table S5: E↵ect sizes of nMA di↵erences between SOZ and non-SOZ regions per band.
Patient

E↵ect size in

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Average

4.95
1.99
5.00
0.70
1.17
0.30
1.44
2.2±0.7

✓

E↵ect size in ↵

E↵ect size in

E↵ect size in high-

E↵ect size in broadband spectrum

5.99
2.17
2.46
1.26
4.09
1.41
3.63
3.0±0.6

8.04
2.11
3.84
1.60
4.65
3.96
3.09
3.9±0.7

7.02
1.93
1.43
1.91
3.28
0.85
1.60
2.5±0.7

5.50
2.16
4.94
1.14
2.50
0.69
3.33
2.9±0.6

Table S6: E↵ect sizes of nMA (5 s) di↵erences between SOZ and non-SOZ regions per
band.
Patient

E↵ect size in

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Average

-2.6
-0.8
-1.5
-0.9
-1.8
-0.6
-0.2
1.2±0.3

✓

E↵ect size in ↵

E↵ect size in

E↵ect size in high-

E↵ect size in broadband spectrum

-2.7
-3.2
-2.5
-1.6
-3.0
-0.9
-0.7
2.1±0.4

-1.9
-1.6
-2.5
-1.6
-4.0
-0.8
-1.0
2.0±0.4

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
-4.9
-3.3
N.A.
-0.7
N.A.

-2.4
-1.4
-1.9
-1.8
-2.3
-1.1
-0.4
1.7±0.3

Table S7: E↵ect sizes of AO di↵erences between SOZ and non-SOZ regions per band.
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2.1

Supplementary methods
Spectral decomposition with the Hilbert transform method

The Hilbert transform method was used to obtain a spectral decomposition of the SEEG
signals from each recording site. This decomposition is attained as follows. Let s(t) be a
time-varying signal. The Hilbert transform can be used to obtain an analytic representation of s(t) in the complex domain:
sa (t) := s(t) + iH[s(t)],
2

where s(t) stands for the original signal, sa (t) stands for the analytic signal, and H[·]
is the Hilbert operator. Explicitly, the Hilbert transform of a function s(t) is given by:
Z 1
Z 1
1
s(⌧ )
H(s)(t) = p. v.
s(⌧ )h(t ⌧ ) d⌧ =
p. v.
d⌧,
⇡
⌧
1
1 t
provided this integral exists as a principal value. Note that this is nothing but the
convolution of s(t) with the function 1/⇡t.
The analytic signal can now be rewritten in polar form:
sa (t) = A(t)ei✓(t) ,
where the real-valued functions A(t) and ✓(t) are the modulus and phase of the timevarying complex-valued function sa (t), respectively. These two magnitudes turn to be very
useful for mathematical manipulation but cannot in general be interpreted as physically
meaningful, unless the power spectrum of s(t) is concentrated in a narrow band (relative
to its central frequency). In this case, s(t) is a wave with amplitude and frequency slowly
varying in time, the function A(t) is the envelope or time-dependent amplitude of the
original signal s(t) and ✓(t) is its instantaneous phase. The instantaneous power carried
by s(t) can now be defined as the square of the instantaneous amplitude: p(t) = |A(t)|2 .
PFIn the general case, s(t) can be decomposed in a certain number of modes: s(t) =
f =1 sf (t), where the spectral density of sf (t) concentrates in a narrow window. The
Hilbert-transform method can then be applied to each of this components, thus finding
the instantaneous power carried by the signal in each frequency band: {pf (t)}f =1,...,F .

2.2

Instantaneous activation

For the sake of clarity, we will denote each recording site with index i, that takes integer
values in C = {1, . . . , n}, where n and C are the total number and the set of recording
sites, respectively. Let si (t) be the SEEG signal recorded at site i in monopolar referencing montage. For each channel i, a spectral decomposition of si (t) was obtained with the
Hilbert transform method (Le Van Quyen et al., 2001; Oweis et al., 2011), as described in
the previous section. The signal was split into non-overlapping narrow frequency bands
[f, f + f ], with f = 0.1f , starting at f = 3Hz and up to 30% of the sampling rate.
Summation of the spectrogram over frequencies was performed to obtain the total instantaneous power pi (t) per channel. A baseline pre-ictal distribution of power was defined
by accumulating the power values of all channels during the first 40 seconds of the preictal period. We then normalised each channel’s instantaneous power pi (t) with respect
to this baseline and defined the instantaneous activation per channel ai (t) as the resulting
z-score. The instantaneous activation can be easily interpreted as a measure of the power
change during the ictal event. Then, the two main measures of our analysis were defined
characterize ictal-driven channel activation while reducing the dimensionality of the problem: the normalized mean activation (nMAi ) and the activation onset time (AOi ). Precise
definitions of both measures are given in the next sections.

2.3

Normalized mean activation (nMAi )

For every analyzed channel i, we defined its mean activation MAi to be its average instantaneous activation during the seizure epoch:
MAi =< ai (t) >t in the seizure .
This measure quantifies the relative time-average power of every channel during the
seizure with respect to the pre-ictal baseline. Although channel mean activations exhibited
notable di↵erences across seizures, a relative activation profile was commonly preserved
3

. Let us now introduce the seizure-dependence with index j, that takes integer values
in E = {1, . . . , m}, where m and E are the total number and the set of all seizures,
respectively. The notation applies to all defined variables: MAi,j now refers to the mean
activation of channel i in seizure j.
Cross-seizure comparisons under a common framework were plausible by defining a
normalised mean activation (nMAi,j ), obtained via normalization of channels’ MAi,j within
each seizure using the z-score:
nMAi,j =

MAi,j

µj

,

j

where µj and j are the mean and standard deviation of the mean activations {nMAi,j }i=1,...,n
in seizure j.
The resulting normalized seizure ensemble (NSE) enabled a straightforward comparison
of channels’ activations from di↵erent seizures j = 1, . . . , m. Yet, the homogeneity of
normalized values nMAi,j coming from di↵erent seizures had to be guaranteed. This
was attained by discarding seizures with a fraction equal or greater than 0.15 of outlier
channels. Within each seizure j, a channel i was considered to be an outlier if its nMA
was 2 standard deviations far from the median nMA across seizures, i.e., if the following
condition was satisfied:
nMAi,j medj2E (nMAi,j )
> 2,
stdj2E (nMAi,j )
where medj (·) and stdj (·) stand for the median and standard deviation operators
across seizures (j). Let H = {1, . . . , m0 } ⇢ E be the subset of homogeneous seizures that
remained after the selection process, with m0 being the number of such seizures.
For each channel i we calculated its seizure-average nMAi on the subset H:
nMAi =< nMAi,j >j

2.4

in H

.

Dense set (CD ) identification algorithm

In order to consistently determine channel activation onset times (AO) across seizures, we
defined a single activation threshold in the NSE, and translated it to each individual seizure
by reverting the initial normalization. When setting this activity threshold, we observed
that the activity of channels during seizures exhibited two nMA profiles quite consistently
across di↵erent patients. One profile was defined by channels of low nMA, that were
homogeneously and densely packed in the lowest-value tail of the nMA distribution. In
contrast, the second profile was defined by the remaining channels that presented higher
values of nMA, that were also more variable. Based on this property, we designed an
algorithm to identify the low nMA profile channels as the subset of recorded channels
with more homogenous activation values. This subset will be technically referred to as the
“dense set” and was identified as follows.
Let Csel = {i1 , . . . , ik } ⇢ C, with 3  k  n, be a selection of k channels. The
following function gives the variability of nMAi,j on that set, with a correction factor k 1
that penalises small subsets:
1
std
(nMAi,j ),
k (i,j)2Csel ⇥H
where stdi,j (·) stands for the standard deviation operator across both channels (i)
and seizures (j). We defined the dense set CD as the subset of channels that minimised
the function f , i.e., the subset of channels with minimal variability of normalized mean
activation across seizures and channels.
f (Csel ) = v(i1 , . . . , ik ) =

4

The computational cost for checking all possible subsets of channels Csel by brute force
is of the order of 2n , which becomes already too large for n around 10. However, most of
the subsets can be discarded beforehand and we can check only for a selection of possible
candidates to minimise f . The computational implementation (Fig. S1) that we designed
takes a channel i as the initial condition and proceeds by recursively adding one channel at
a time, namely, the channel i0 which minimises the variability of the new set. The number
of checks to determine the channel to be added at each step is of the order of n. For each
initial condition i = 1 . . . , n one ends up with a total of n sets with size r ranging from 1
to n. The total cost of this process is O(n2 ). The whole process was repeated by varying
the initial condition i along the whole set of channels, with a total cost of O(n3 ).

Figure S1: The plot illustrates the computational implementation of the algorithm used
to identify the dense set, i.e., the set of channels CD ⇢ C with minimal variability of
activation indices across seizures and channels. The function f was evaluated on a selection
of candidate subsets to minimise it. The initial condition of the algorithm is a channel i,
which is varied along the whole set of channels (y-axis). For each channel i the subsets were
built by recursively adding one channel at a time, namely, the channel i0 which minimised
the variability of the new set. For each initial condition i = 1 . . . , n we ended up with a
total of n sets with sizes r ranging from 1 to n (x-axis). For the sake of visualisation, we
plotted 1/f instead of f . In this case (patient 1), the minimum of f was attained at i = 6,
r = 27.

2.5

Activation onset time (AOi )

The dense set CD defined a low nMA distribution. Let µ̃D and ˜D be the mean and standard deviation of this distribution, respectively. Then, the (single) activation threshold in
the NSE was set to be d˜ = µ̃D + z̃ · ˜D , for some tunable value of z̃ typically ranging from
1 to 3. By reverting each seizure-specific normalization, we obtained activation thresholds
adapted to each seizure’s characteristic activity dj = µj + d˜ ⇤ j , for j = 1, . . . , m0 . For
every analyzed channel, we defined its activation onset time AOi,j in seizure j as the first
time sample where the channel’s instantaneous activation crossed the seizure-dependent
threshold dj , provided that it remained above this level for at least 95% of the time during
the following T seconds, i.e.,
AOi,j = min{t|ai,j (⌧ ) > dj , 8⌧ 2 T ⇢ [t, t + D], such that #T

0.95D⌫},

where ⌫ is the sampling rate. Results were stable across distinct values of z̃ (z̃ = 1, 2, 3)
and T ( T = 5s, 10s). AOs took positive values starting from 0, which corresponded to the
seizure onset time. Channels that never attained the activation threshold were assigned
an infinite AO. Then, AOs from di↵erent seizures were pooled together with no further
5

normalization. For each channel i having finite AOi,j in at least half of the seizures, we
calculated the seizure average AOi on finite values. Other channels were assigned infinite
AOi .

3
3.1

Supplementary results
Activation pattern variability across seizures

Figure S2: (A) Activation patterns for di↵erent recording sites in patient 1 (left). Activation patterns for sites with lowest AO (right). The elliptic shadow shows the variability
of the two variables (one standard deviation in each of the two orthogonal directions).
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